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MISSION STATEMENT
CLC’s mission is to help one another
discovering and living out our personal
vocations. We strive to cultivate a way of
life that integrates the values of
community, spirituality, and mission. In
other words, we strive to foster trusting
relationships, find God in all things, and
discover our calling in life. Our secret
method is “cp” (cura personalis, to care
and empower). / We envision a solid
formation process that challenges all CLC
members to live out CLC’s mission and
way of life. The formation process
consists of 3 growing phases: supporting
faith sharing discernment. / What doest
it mean to be a CLC? It means to grow
toward discovering our personal
vocations.
Vision / / LMU Student Hillel is a space
for all students on campus to participate
in Jewish learning and activities, which
provides opportunities to foster and
support the Jewish community. While
creating a community in which Jewish
students can celebrate their Jewish
identity, LMU student Hillel also seeks to
build bridges between all faith-based
groups at LMU. LMU student Hillel's
reach extends beyond the campus, as it
hopes to better the world through social
justice work. / / / Mission: / LMU's
student Hillel is committed to being an
active part of LMU's diverse faith-based
community and to increase its presence
on campus. It seeks to create an open
environment for discussing aspects of
the Jewish faith among peers, and to
build an environment excited to engage
together in learning, social activities,
social justice work and prayer. Students
who engage with Hillel have an
opportunity to explore their identity, and
broaden their opinions about
themselves, their community and the
world.
The mission of Late Night is to engage
students in conversation about leading
meaningful and intentional lives through
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hosting inspiring speakers on a monthly
basis for a night of reflection and
enjoyment.
Non-denominational Christian group on
the LMU campus. We meet for weekly
bible study and worship, and also offer
small groups, retreats, service projects,
and fun connecting events. / / We want
to help students KNOW God's love and
plan for their lives , to GROW and be
transformed by a relationship with
Christ, and to GO out into the campus
and world to share that good news. / /
Everyone is welcome, no matter what
you believe or where you're from!

